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In order to address the baryon asymmetry in the Universe one needs to understand the origin of baryon
and lepton number violation. In this article, we discuss the mechanism of baryogenesis via leptogenesis to
explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry in theories with spontaneous breaking of baryon and lepton
number. In this context, a lepton asymmetry is generated through the out-of-equilibrium decays of right-
handed neutrinos at the high-scale, while local baryon number must be broken below the multi-TeV scale to
satisfy the cosmological bounds on the dark matter relic density. We demonstrate how the lepton
asymmetry generated via leptogenesis can be converted in two different ways: (a) in the theory predicting
Majorana dark matter the lepton asymmetry is converted into a baryon asymmetry, and (b) in the theory
with Dirac dark matter the decays of right-handed neutrinos can generate lepton and dark matter
asymmetries that are then partially converted into a baryon asymmetry. Consequently, we show how to
explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry, the dark matter relic density and neutrino masses in theories for
local baryon and lepton number.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The origin of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe
remains one of the outstanding open problems in cosmol-
ogy. The baryon (B) to photon ratio is defined as

ηB ≡ nB − nB̄
nγ

; ð1Þ

where nB, nB̄ and nγ are the number densities of baryons,
antibaryons, and photons, respectively. This quantity has
been measured from big-bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) [1,2]
and cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation data;
the current values are [3]

ηBBNB ¼ ð5.80 − 6.50Þ × 10−10;

ηCMB
B ¼ ð6.04 − 6.20Þ × 10−10;

at 95% C.L., respectively. In order to explain the baryon
asymmetry, the well-known Sakharov conditions have to be

satisfied: (a) Baryon number violation, (b) Charge con-
jugation (C) and charge conjugation parity (CP)-violation,
and (c) the out-of-equilibrium conditions [4]. (For a review
about different baryogenesis mechanisms see Ref. [5].)
The origin of the neutrino masses remains one of the

open problems in particle physics. One of the simplest
mechanisms to generate neutrino masses is the canonical
seesaw mechanism [6–9]. In this scenario, at least two
right-handed neutrinos are introduced to generate Majorana
masses for the active neutrinos, via the Dirac-Yukawa
coupling with the Higgs boson in the Standard Model
(SM), that are generically suppressed by the mass of the
right-handed neutrinos.
In the context of the canonical seesaw mechanism, there

exists a very appealing mechanism to explain the baryon
asymmetry in the Universe referred to as baryogenesis via
leptogenesis [10]. The main idea is that a lepton (L)
asymmetry can be generated through the CP-violating
out-of-equilibrium decays of the right-handed neutrinos
which is then transferred into a baryon asymmetry by the
Standard Model sphaleron processes. In this scenario
there can be enough CP-violation due to the fact that
the Dirac-Yukawa couplings can be complex and the
nonperturbative baryon number violating sphaleron proc-
esses in the SM can be used. For more details we refer to
the reviews in Refs. [11–14].
The nature of the dark matter in the Universe constitutes

another one of the open problems in cosmology. There are
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many appealing candidates that can explain the dark matter
relic density in the Universe such as axions or weakly
interacting massive particles (WIMPs). An alternative
explanation is having an asymmetric population of dark
matter, and then, the baryon asymmetry and the dark matter
relic density can be related, see Refs. [15,16] for reviews on
this topic.
In this article we study the possibility of implementing

the mechanism of baryogenesis via leptogenesis in theories
where baryon and lepton numbers are local gauge sym-
metries [17,18]. In this context, before spontaneous sym-
metry breaking occurs there cannot be any initial lepton or
baryon asymmetries. These theories have two additional
scales, the Uð1ÞB and the Uð1ÞL breaking scales. Moreover,
these theories predict a dark matter candidate from anomaly
cancellation and there exists an upper bound on the Uð1ÞB
scale below the multi-TeV scale after imposing the dark
matter relic density constraints [19,20]. Three right-handed
neutrinos are needed to cancel the leptonic gauge anomalies
and their masses are generated when Uð1ÞL is broken. One
can say that the upper bound on the Uð1ÞL breaking scale is
basically the well-known upper bound on the seesaw scale,
1015−16 GeV. In this article, we demonstrate that there is a
conservative lower bound on the Uð1ÞL scale assuming that
the baryon asymmetry in the Universe can be explained
through leptogenesis.
The realization of the leptogenesis mechanism in theo-

ries with local Uð1ÞL is different from the case with the
canonical seesaw mechanism. In the former, the right-
handed neutrinos have new interactions with the gauge
boson associated to Uð1ÞL which play an important role.
These interactions mediated by the new gauge boson, ZL,
can keep the right-handed neutrinos in equilibrium and will
have an impact on the evolution of the particle abundances
around the time of leptogenesis. On the one hand, this new
interaction thermalizes the right-handed neutrinos in early
times so that an equilibration particle abundance can be
easily achieved before leptogenesis. On the other hand, if
the interaction is too large then the right-handed neutrinos

will not be driven out-of-equilibrium. Consequently, by
requiring leptogenesis to explain the measured baryon
asymmetry we demonstrate that there is a conservative
lower bound on the symmetry breaking scale for the lepton
number; namely, MZL

=gL ≳ 1010 GeV. Previous studies
have focused on studying leptogenesis in theories with
B − L as a local symmetry [21–28] or on the effect of a
high-scale phase transition on the N1 departure from
equilibrium [29].
When we study the mechanism of leptogenesis in

theories for spontaneous breaking of local B and L there
exists a strong link to the nature of the dark matter
candidate. There are two simple realizations of these
theories, see Refs. [17,18] for details. In the first of these
theories [17], the dark matter candidate is a Majorana
fermion and the baryon asymmetry is generated after the
lepton asymmetry is converted by the sphalerons even
when Uð1ÞB is broken at the electroweak scale. In the
second class of theories [18], the dark matter can be a
Dirac fermion and in general there can be an asymmetry in
the dark sector. Therefore, in these theories there can be
lepton and dark matter asymmetries generated through the
out-of-equilibrium decays of the right-handed neutrinos.
These asymmetries then get redistributed to a baryon
asymmetry by sphaleron processes even when Uð1ÞB is
broken at scales close to the electroweak scale. In Fig. 1
we show a schematic diagram of the different mechanisms
for baryogenesis in theories for spontaneous B and L
breaking.
This work is structured as follows. In Sec. II we give an

overview of the mechanism of leptogenesis, discuss the
implications of the new scattering processes and present
our main results. In Sec. III we discuss different mecha-
nisms for baryogenesis in theories with local baryon and
lepton numbers. In Sec. IV we discuss how a dark matter
asymmetry can also be generated from the decays of the
right-handed neutrino. The final baryon asymmetry is given
in terms of the B − L and the dark-matter asymmetries. We
summarize our main findings in Sec. V.

FIG. 1. Different mechanisms for baryogenesis in theories for spontaneous breaking of local B and L.
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II. LEPTOGENESIS

In this section we discuss how the mechanism of
leptogenesis through out-of-equilibrium decays of the
right-handed neutrinos can be implemented in theories
with a local lepton number. In these theories there are new
gauge interactions mediated by the Uð1ÞL gauge boson, ZL,
and our main goal is to find a conservative lower bound on
the Uð1ÞL scale using the out-of-equilibrium condition for
the right-handed neutrinos and the observed value of the
baryon asymmetry. In order to simplify our analysis, we
focus on the scenarios whereMNi

≪ MZL
;MSL , and hence,

the Uð1ÞL gauge boson and the new Higgs SL responsible
for the symmetry breaking can be integrated out. The scalar
SL is a singlet under the SM gauge group and carries two
units of lepton number. (For studies of leptogenesis in
the context of lepton number as a global symmetry see
e.g., [30,31].)
The relevant interactions for our study are given by

−Lν ⊃ gLν̄RγμZ
μ
LνR þ ðYD

αil̄
α
L H̃ νiR þ yRνRνRS�L þ H:c:Þ;

ð2Þ

where H̃ ¼ iσ2H� is the SM Higgs boson with SM
quantum numbers H ∼ ð1; 2; 1

2
Þ. In this model the right-

handed neutrinos have an extra interaction with the gauge
boson associated to local lepton number, ZL. Assuming a
hierarchical spectrum for the right-handed neutrinos, the
main contribution to the lepton asymmetry comes from
the out-of-equilibrium decay of the lightest right-handed
neutrino.
The relevant Boltzmann equations for the evolution of

the particle abundances Yi ¼ ni=s (where ni are the number
densities and s is the entropy density of the Universe) for
the lightest right-handed neutrino and the lepton asymme-
try are given by

dYN1

dz
¼−

z
sHðMN1

Þ
��

YN1

Yeq
N1

−1

�
γN þ

��
YN1

Yeq
N1

�
2

−1

�
γNN

�
;

ð3Þ
dYB−L

dz
¼ −

z
sHðMN1

Þ
��

1

2

YB−L

Yeq
l

− ε1

�
YN1

Yeq
N1

− 1

��
γD

þ YB−L

Yeq
l

γB−L

�
; ð4Þ

where

γN ¼ γD þ 2γ4 þ 4γ6 þ 2γ9 þ 2γ10 þ 2γ11; ð5Þ
γNN ¼ γ1 þ γ2 þ γ3 þ γ5; ð6Þ

γB−L ¼ 2γ6 þ 2γ7 þ 2γ8 þ γ9 þ γ11 þ
YN1

Yeq
N1

γ4 þ
YN1

Yeq
N1

γ10:

ð7Þ

In the above equations z ¼ MN1
=T and at equilibrium we

have Yeq
a ¼ 45gaz2aK2ðzaÞ=ð4π4g�Þ, where due to the new

states in the theory the total number of effective degrees of
freedom is g� ¼ 116.875. K2ðzÞ corresponds to the modi-
fied Bessel functions of the second kind. Here the γ-
quantities have the information of the different decay and
scattering processes producing a lepton asymmetry or
changing the N1 particle abundance, see the Appendix
for details. Notice that only γ1 and γ2 contain gauge
interactions mediated by the Uð1ÞL gauge boson.
The processes mediated by the Dirac-Yukawa coupling

are expected to be subleading in comparison to the new
gauge interactions (whose strength we assume to be
order one). Since we are interested in finding the lower
bound on the mass of the new gauge boson, we focus on the
regime where the right-handed neutrinos are much below
the canonical seesaw scale, where the Yukawa couplings
are small. Therefore, we neglect the scattering processes
mediated by Yukawa couplings and the relevant Boltzmann
equations are given by

dYN1

dz
≃ −

z
sHðMN1

Þ
��

YN1

Yeq
N1

− 1

�
γD

þ
��

YN1

Yeq
N1

�
2

− 1

�
ðγ1 þ γ2Þ

�
; ð8Þ

dYB−L

dz
≃−

z
sHðMN1

Þ
��

1

2

YB−L

Yeq
l

− ε1

�
YN1

Yeq
N1

−1

��
γD

�
: ð9Þ

Some of the γ terms we have dropped have the same
dependence as γD; however, the decay term dominates over
scattering terms. Generically, the final lepton asymmetry
will depend on how it is distributed among the three
flavors. However for simplicity we ignore flavor effects
and solve the Boltzmann equation in the one-flavor regime
given above.
The lepton CP asymmetry is generated from the inter-

ference between the tree-level and one-loop contributions
to the N1 decays shown in Fig. 2 (see e.g., [13,32])

ε1 ¼
1

8π

1

ðY†
DYDÞ11

X
j≠1

Im½ðY†
DYDÞ21j�g

�M2
Nj

M2
N1

�
; ð10Þ

where the loop function reads as

gðxÞ ¼ ffiffiffi
x

p �
1

1 − x
þ 1 − ð1þ xÞ ln

�
1þ x
x

��
: ð11Þ

In this theory, ηB is related to the particle abundance by

ηB ≈ 211CYB−LðT leptoÞ; ð12Þ

where T lepto is the temperature at which leptogenesis
takes place and C corresponds to the conversion factor
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YB ¼ CYB−L where C ¼ 32=99 if the phase transition for
Uð1ÞB occurs simultaneously with the electroweak phase
transition [17]; if the new states have already decoupled by
the time of the electroweak phase transition then we use the
SM value of C ¼ 28=79 [33].
The decay parameter in the Boltzmann equations is

given by

γD ¼ neqN1
ðzÞK1ðzÞ

K2ðzÞ
Γ̃D; ð13Þ

where K1ðzÞ and K2ðzÞ correspond to the modified Bessel
functions of the second kind, and the decay rate is given by

Γ̃D ¼ Γ̃ðN1 → lLHÞ þ Γ̃ðN1 → l̄LH†Þ

¼ 1

8π
ðY†

DYDÞ11MN1
¼ M2

N1

4πv2
m̃1; ð14Þ

where the last relation gives the definition of the m̃1

parameter. The γ parameter for a generic ab ↔ cd scatter-
ing process is given by

γðab ↔ cdÞ ¼ gagbT
32π4

Z
∞

ðmaþmbÞ2
dsσðab → cdÞ

×
λðs;m2

a; m2
bÞffiffiffi

s
p K1

� ffiffiffi
s

p
T

�
; ð15Þ

where λða; b; cÞ ¼ ða − b − cÞ2 − 4bc is the Källén func-
tion and σðab → cdÞ corresponds to the standard cross
section. For NN → Z�

L → ff̄ where the final states are f ¼
l; F (where l corresponds to all leptons in the SM and F to
the new anomaly-canceling fermions) the cross section is
given by

σðNN → ff̄Þ ¼ Cfg4L
ffiffiffi
s

p
8π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s − 4M2

N

p
½ðs −M2

ZL
Þ2 þ Γ2

ZL
M2

ZL
�

≈
Cfg4L

ffiffiffi
s

p
8π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s − 4M2

N

p
ðM4

ZL
þ Γ2

ZL
M2

ZL
Þ ; ð16Þ

where Cl ¼ 3 for the sum over leptons and CF ¼ 6 for the
sum over the anomaly-canceling fermions. Furthermore,
since we are evaluating at very high temperatures we ignore
the masses of the final states. The decay width of the gauge
boson is given by

ΓZL
¼ 9g2LMZL

8π
þ g2L
12πM2

ZL

X3
i¼1

ðM2
ZL

− 4M2
Ni
Þ3=2: ð17Þ

In order to get an idea of when the decay and scattering
rates come into thermal equilibrium we can compare them
with the Hubble expansion rate 3HðzÞ. The decay rate is
given by

ΓDðzÞ ¼
K1ðzÞ
K2ðzÞ

Γ̃D ¼ γD
neqN1

ðzÞ ; ð18Þ

and the equilibration mass is found by setting ΓD ¼ H at
T ¼ MN1

or z ¼ 1, giving

m̃� ¼ 1.12 × 10−3 eV: ð19Þ

The interaction rate for the scattering N1N1 → Z�
L → ff̄ is

given by

ΓSðzÞ ¼ neqN1
ðzÞhσvi ¼ ðγ1 þ γ2Þ

neqN1
ðzÞ : ð20Þ

The left panels in Fig. 3 show the different interaction rates
as a function of z. In order to quantify whether the
interaction rate is in equilibrium in the plasma we compare
it to the Hubble expansion rate 3HðzÞ. In the first scenario
we set MZL

¼ 103MN1
¼ 1013 GeV and, as the upper left

panel in Fig. 3 shows, the scattering cross-section mediated
by the ZL does not thermalize. The later can also be
visualized in the right panel where it can be seen that the
abundance of N1 does not reach thermal equilibrium at
early times. However, as we lower the value ofMZL

we can
see that the interaction thermalizes at different values of z
which are relevant for leptogenesis, as it is reflected in the
lower panels.
The right panels in Fig. 3 show the evolution of the

particle abundance forN1 and for theB − L asymmetry. For
all our numerical results we set an initial zero abundance for
the right-handed neutrino, i.e., YN1

ðz0 ¼ 0.5Þ ¼ 0, and as
can be seen from our results wheneverMZL

is close toMN1

the process mediated by ZL very quickly brings N1 into
thermal equilibrium.
Assuming a hierarchical spectrum of right-handed neu-

trinos, it was shown in Ref. [34] that there is an upper
bound on the CP asymmetry that only depends on MN1

FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for the decays of the lightest right-handed neutrino N1.
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εmax
1 ðMN1

Þ ¼ 3MN1

8πv2
ðm3 −m1Þ; ð21Þ

where v ¼ 246 GeV is the SM Higgs vacuum expectation
value, and m1 and m3 correspond to the lightest and
heaviest active neutrino masses, respectively. Since our
main interest is to find a lower bound on the symmetry
breaking scale for lepton number, for the rest of our
calculations we set ε1 to its maximal allowed value for a
given MN1

. Therefore, the only information we need from
the active neutrino sector are the mass splittings and we use
the central values listed in Ref. [35]

Δm2
31 ¼ 2.528 × 10−3 eV2; ð22Þ

since we work with the normal hierarchy scenario for the
active neutrino masses. We find that our conclusions do not
change for inverted hierarchy.
The bound in Eq. (21) implies a lower bound on the mass

of the lightest right-handed neutrino of MN1
≳ 108 GeV

[34,36] in order to achieve the measured baryon asymme-
try. The addition of flavor effects can lower this bound
by an order of magnitude (see e.g., [13,32]); furthermore,
if there are large cancellations in the tree-level and one-loop
contribution to the neutrino masses the mass can be

FIG. 3. Left panel: Different interaction rates as a function of z ¼ MN1
=T. The blue dashed line corresponds to the decay rate of N1,

while the green solid line corresponds to the scattering rate for N1N1 → Z�
L → ff̄. The Hubble expansion rate is shown by the black

solid line. Right panel: Evolution of the particle abundances as a function of the parameter z. The dashed blue line gives the equilibrium
abundance for N1, the orange (green) line gives the abundance for N1 (the B − L asymmetry) as solutions to the Boltzmann equations.
The gray band shows the B − L asymmetry that corresponds to the observed baryon asymmetry at later times, as given by Eq. (12).
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lowered to 106 GeV [37]. In this work we will focus on the
hierarchical spectrum.
One has the freedom to fix the value of MN1

and show
results for different values of m̃1 in Fig. 4. Since the
decay width of N1 is proportional to this parameter, the
smaller it is, the more N1 departs from equilibrium. Our
results in Fig. 4 demonstrate that for m̃1 < 10−5 the
scattering interaction goes out-of-equlibrium before the
decay rate thermalizes. At this point the N1 abundance
plateaus and once the decay rate enters into thermal
equilibrium it starts decreasing. A smaller value for m̃1

implies that the asymmetry starts to be generated at a later
time but it saturates at the same value, so the asymmetry
becomes independent of this parameter (as long as N1

thermalizes). For these small values of m̃1 the asymmetry
depends on the temperature at which N1 departs from

equilibrium rather than by how much it departs from
equilibrium, so it depends on the strength of the scattering
mediated by the ZL. The dependence of the baryon
asymmetry on m̃1 without the new gauge interaction
has been studied in detail in previous works, see e.g.,
[11]. Furthermore, we find that the maximal baryon
asymmetry is found when m̃1 is close to the equilibration
mass m̃�.
In Fig. 5 we show the evolution of the B − L asymmetry

as a function of the parameter z. We fix the mass of N1 and
then vary the mass of ZL. A lower value of MZL

keeps the
right-handed neutrino in thermal equilibrium for longer
time so the B − L asymmetry decreases. Since the cross-
section scales as ðgL=MZL

Þ4, by imposing the condition to
generate the observed baryon asymmetry we can find a
lower bound on the ratio MZL

=gL

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3. Here we fix ε1 to its maximal value given in Eq. (21) and show the results for different values of the decay
parameter m̃1 as described in the plot legends.
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MZL

gL
≳ 8 × 109 GeV ⇒ vL ≳ 4 × 109 GeV: ð23Þ

Notice that MZL
¼ 2gLvL, where vL is the vacuum expect-

ation value of the Higgs SL breaking spontaneously Uð1ÞL.
We find this lower bound from setting MN1

¼ 108 GeV
which requires MZL

> 75MN1
, and hence, our approach of

integrating out ZL is well justified. However, this result
applies for gL of order one because if the gauge coupling is
taken to be gL ≪ 1 then MZL

could be lower and our
approach of integrating out the ZL and ignoring the
Boltzmann equation for the evolution of its number density
no longer works. It is possible to assume a very small gL
gauge coupling but in this case it is hard to imagine a
simple UV completion of the theory where the Abelian
symmetries originate from non-Abelian gauge symmetries
and where gauge coupling unification could be realized.
In Fig. 6 we show a summary of the different energy

scales for spontaneous B and L breaking. The Uð1ÞB scale
is bounded from above by the dark matter constraints, while
the Uð1ÞL is bounded from below by the leptogenesis
constraints. Notice that the bound coming from lepto-
genesis is conservative and can be lowered if flavor effects
are taken into account or if one considers resonant lepto-
genesis [38] or implements the mechanism of electroweak
baryogenesis [39,40] to generate the baryon asymmetry.
As a final comment we want to point out a possible

observational signature of this mechanism. The spontaneous
breaking of Uð1ÞL at very high temperatures leads to the
formation of cosmic strings that can radiate gravitational
waves, and hence, could be detected as a stochastic gravi-
tational wave background in laser interferometers. As we

have discussed, successful leptogenesis requires the sponta-
neous breaking scale to be vL ≃ 109–1015 GeV and for these
scales the gravitational wave signal could be observed by
LISA [41], BBO [42], DECIGO [43] or NANOGrav [44].
The authors ofRef. [45] have pointed out that in theorieswith
spontaneous breaking ofUð1ÞB andUð1ÞL, a feature arises in
the gravitational-wave spectrum from a combined signal of
cosmic strings and a possible strong first-order phase
transition around the TeV scale for Uð1ÞB.

III. BARYON AND DARK MATTER
ASYMMETRIES

In the previous section we discussed how to generate the
B − L asymmetry through the out-of-equilibrium decays of

FIG. 5. Evolution of the B − L asymmetry as a function of the parameter z. For the left (right) panel we have fixed MN1
¼ 108 GeV

(¼ 5 × 107 GeV) and the other parameters as shown in the figure. Different colors correspond to different values ofMZL
as shown in the

legend. The gray band corresponds to the measured value of the baryon asymmetry. For values of MZL
smaller than 7.5 × 109 GeV the

mechanism produces a B − L asymmetry smaller than the measured one.

FIG. 6. Energy scales for spontaneous B and L breaking. The
Uð1ÞB scale is bounded from above by the dark-matter con-
straints, while the Uð1ÞL is bounded from below by the lepto-
genesis constraints.
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the right-handed neutrinos in a theory with spontaneous L
breaking at the high scale. As we mentioned above, one can
have simple theories where one can understand the sponta-
neous B and L breaking and here we will show how the
B − L asymmetry generated through leptogenesis is con-
verted into a baryon asymmetry. We investigate two main
scenarios: (a) The lepton asymmetry is transferred into a
baryon asymmetry when the DM candidate is a Majorana
fermion, and (b) The lepton and dark matter asymmetries
contribute to the baryon asymmetry when the DM is a
Dirac fermion.
(a) Majorana DM: Lepton asymmetry converted into

baryon asymmetry
In the theory proposed in Ref. [17] one can define

an anomaly-free theory based on SUð3ÞC ⊗
SUð2ÞL ⊗ Uð1ÞY ⊗ Uð1ÞB ⊗ Uð1ÞL adding only four
fermionic representations:

ΨL∼
�
1;2;

1

2
;
3

2
;
3

2

�
; ΨR∼

�
1;2;

1

2
;−

3

2
;−

3

2

�
;

ΣL∼
�
1;3;0;−

3

2
;−

3

2

�
; and χL∼

�
1;1;0;−

3

2
;−

3

2

�
;

plus three right-handed neutrinos, νR ∼ ð1; 1; 0; 0; 1Þ.
The new fermions acquire mass after the spontaneous
breaking of Uð1ÞB and Majorana neutrino masses
through the seesaw mechanism can be generated when
Uð1ÞL is broken in two units. The new Higgs SB ∼
ð1; 1; 0; 3; 3Þ can generate masses for the extra fer-
mions using the following Yukawa interactions [17]:

−LM ⊃ y1Ψ̄RHχL þ y2H†ΨLχL þ y3H†ΣLΨL

þ y4Ψ̄RΣLH þ yψ Ψ̄RΨLS�B þ yχχLχLSB

þ yΣTrΣ2
LSB þ H:c: ð24Þ

Recently, we have investigated the phenomenological
and cosmological aspects of this theory in
Refs. [19,46,47]. In these studies we have shown that
in order to satisfy the dark matter relic density con-
straints the symmetry breaking scale for Uð1ÞB must be
below the multi-TeV scale. It is important to mention
that in this theory the DM candidate is automatically
stable and predicted to be a Majorana fermion. In this
theory the B − L asymmetry can be converted with a
similar conversion factor even assuming that Uð1ÞB is
broken close to the electroweak scale [17]

YB ¼ 32

99
YB−L ≈ 0.32YB−L: ð25Þ

Notice that the conversion factor is different from
the one in the Standard Model, i.e., smaller than
28=79 ≈ 0.35. Since dark matter is a Majorana fermion
there is no asymmetry in the dark matter sector.

(b) Dirac DM: Lepton and DM symmetries converted into
baryon asymmetry
In the theory proposed in Ref. [18] one can cancel all

B andLgauge anomalies by adding six representations:

ΨL∼
�
1;2;−

1

2
;B1;L1

�
; ΨR∼

�
1;2;−

1

2
;B2;L2

�
;

ηL∼ ð1;1;−1;B2;L2Þ; ηR∼ ð1;1;−1;B1;L1Þ;
χL∼ ð1;1;0;B2;L2Þ; χR∼ ð1;1;0;B1;L1Þ;

where B2 − B1 ¼ 3 and L2 − L1 ¼ 3 are fixed
by anomaly cancellation. We note that in the context
of this theory one has more freedom, although
less predictability, to choose the baryon and lepton
charges. In the context of this scenario, the dark matter
can be either Dirac or Majorana, depending on the
charge assignment, being in general the former
case, while its Majorana nature specifically requires
B2ðL2Þ ¼ −B1ðL1Þ ¼ 3=2. (See Refs. [20,48,49] for
the study of the dark matter properties in this context.)

As in the previous case, SB ∼ ð1; 1; 0; 3; 3Þ is needed to
generate mass for the anomalons through the following
Yukawa interactions,

−LII ⊃ y1Ψ̄LHηR þ y2Ψ̄RHηL þ y3Ψ̄LH̃χR þ y4Ψ̄RH̃χL

þ yΨΨ̄LΨRS�B þ yηη̄RηLS�B þ yχ χ̄RχLS�B þ H:c:

ð26Þ

In Ref. [50] the authors studied the relation between the
B − L, dark matter and baryon asymmetries when the
Uð1ÞB symmetry is broken at a scale close to the electro-
weak scale. The ‘t Hooft operator associated to the
sphaleron processes in this theory has to respect the local
baryon number and it is given by

ðQLQLQLlLÞ3Ψ̄RΨL; ð27Þ

using this and the relations between the different chemical
potentials, the authors showed that the baryon asymmetry is
related to theB − L and darkmatter asymmetries as follows:

YB ¼ 32

99
YB−L þ ð15 − 14B2Þ

198
YDM; ð28Þ

where B2 is fixed by the particular charge assignment. Here
YDM is the asymmetry in the dark matter sector. Notice that
in this context the B − L and dark matter asymmetries are
related to the baryon asymmetry by sphaleron processes.
In Fig. 7 we show the relation between the B − L and

baryon asymmetries in the models discussed above. The
figure displays the necessary amount of B − L asymmetry
in order to generate the observed matter-antimatter asym-
metry in the theories presented. In the model with Majorana
dark matter the relation is determined by the dashed red
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line. In themodelwithDirac darkmatter, we impose the dark
matter asymmetry to satisfy the constraint constraint
Ωχ ≤ ΩDM, where ΩDMh2 ¼ 0.12 [3]. The bound on the
B − L asymmetry is shown by the black lines, and we
assume B2 ¼ −1 for illustration. Notice that in the model
with Dirac dark matter the relation changes as a function of
the darkmatter mass. In this case one also needs tomake sure
that the symmetric component of the darkmatter relic density
is small making sure that one has a large annihilation cross
section such as χχ̄ → ZBhB [20]. Now, in order to satisfy the
bound coming from direct detection we need to assume that
the dark matter mass is larger than approximately 1 TeV, for
details see Ref. [20]. It is important to mention that the
mechanism for asymmetric dark matter present in the model
with a Dirac dark matter candidate is quite unique, since the
sphaleron processes convert partially the B − L and dark
matter asymmetries into a baryon asymmetry.

IV. DARK MATTER ASYMMETRY

As we demonstrated in the previous section, in theories
with gauge baryon and lepton numbers, the baryon asym-
metry is related to the B − L and the dark matter asym-
metry. Such primordial asymmetries are respected by all
processes (perturbative and nonperturbative) from the scale
where they are generated until today, and any of them, or
both, will generate a baryon asymmetry. In Sec. II, we
discussed leptogenesis as the main mechanism in the
context of gauged baryon and lepton numbers to generate
a B − L asymmetry. We remark that the Uð1ÞB gauge
symmetry imposes the initial baryon asymmetry to be zero.

In this section, we implement the mechanism proposed
in Ref. [51] to generate a dark matter asymmetry in the
scenario with Dirac dark matter. We make use of the same
ingredients responsible for leptogenesis; CP violation from
the neutrino sector and the out-of-equilibrium of the right-
handed neutrinos. The only new degree of freedom that
needs to be introduced is a complex scalar ϕ with quantum
numbers

ϕ ∼ ð1; 1; 0; B2; L2 − 1Þ; ð29Þ

which does not take a vacuum expectation value,
and hence, does not mix with the other scalars in the
theory. The following Yukawa interactions can be added to
the Lagrangian density

−L⊃ yiDMχ̄Lν
i
RϕþyiLl̄

i
LΨRϕ

� þyiRē
i
RηLϕ

� þH:c:; ð30Þ

where the new Yukawa couplings are vectors in flavor
space. As a consequence of its quantum numbers, the new
scalar ϕ and all the anomaly-canceling fermions, including
the DM candidate χL, enjoy a Z2 symmetry, which ensures
the stability of DM as long as Mϕ > Mχ . The scalar ϕ

has the two-body decays ϕ → l̄LΨR and ϕ → ēRηL, and a
three-body decay ϕ → l̄LH†χL, mediated by a virtual Ni.
The CP asymmetry in the dark matter sector is

defined by

εDM ¼ ΓðN1 → ϕχ̄LÞ − ΓðN1 → ϕ�χLÞ
ΓðN1 → ϕχ̄LÞ þ ΓðN1 → ϕ�χLÞ

; ð31Þ

and it is generated by the interference between the tree level
and one-loop diagrams in Fig. 8.
Finally, the out-of-equilibrium decays of the right-

handed neutrinos through Eq. (30) violate the global
symmetry Uð1Þχ associated with the dark matter asymme-
try and, together with the CP violation stated above, they
will lead to a nonzero dark matter asymmetry. The
Boltzmann equations that give the evolution of the B − L
and DM asymmetries are given by

dYN1

dz
≃ −

z
sHðMN1

Þ
��

YN1

Yeq
N1

− 1

�
γD

þ
��

YN1

Yeq
N1

�
2

− 1

�
ðγ1 þ γ2Þ

�
; ð32Þ

dYB−L

dz
≃ −

z
sHðMN1

Þ
�
1

2

YB−L

Yeq
l

− ε1

�
YN1

Yeq
N1

− 1

��

× 2BrðN1 → lLHÞγD; ð33Þ
dYDM

dz
≃ −

z
sHðMN1

Þ
�
1

2

YDM

Yeq
χ

− εDM

�
YN1

Yeq
N1

− 1

��

× 2 BrðN1 → χLϕ
�ÞγD; ð34Þ

FIG. 7. Relation between the B − L and baryon asymmetries in
the two models discussed in the text. In the model with Majorana
dark matter the relation is determined by the dashed red line,
while in the model with Dirac dark matter the same relation is
bounded by the black lines that correspond to ΩDM ¼ 0.12. The
area shaded in green corresponds to ΩDM < 0.12. The vertical
dashed line corresponds to the Xenon-1T direct detection bound
for a benchmark value of the gauge coupling gB ¼ 0.3 (for
details, see Ref. [20]).
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where we assume that MDM ≪ Mϕ ≲MN1
and we neglect

scattering processes that could change B − L or DM. Note
that in general, since one would expect ϕ to have a large
mass or the new Yukawa couplings to be small, then
BrðN1 → χLϕ

�Þ≲ BrðN1 → lLHÞ, so that the results for
the B − L asymmetry will not change drastically with
respect to the analysis done in Sec. II. We note that, as
discussed in Sec. III, this dark matter asymmetry will
contribute to the baryon asymmetry through the sphalerons
respecting the Uð1ÞB symmetry.
This mechanism also produces an asymmetry in the ϕ

field. However, this asymmetry can be washed out by
scattering processes that have Δϕ ¼ −1 and Δϕ ¼ −2,
such as ϕZB → l̄LΨR and ϕl̄L → ϕ�lL, if the new
Yukawa couplings yiL=R are large enough to bring these
processes into thermal equilibrium. We leave a detailed
study of this mechanism for future work.

V. SUMMARY

The origin of the baryon asymmetry in the Universe is an
open problem for which we must understand how baryon
and lepton number are broken in nature. We have discussed
simple theories where it is possible to understand the
spontaneous breaking of B and L numbers. In this context,
B and L are local gauge symmetries and predict a dark
matter candidate from the cancellation of gauge anomalies.
The breaking scale for Uð1ÞB is bounded from above by the
dark matter relic density constraints. In this context, the
properties of the predicted dark matter candidate are crucial
to understand how the baryogenesis mechanism can work.
We have investigated the mechanism of leptogenesis in

theories for B and L spontaneous breaking. Since at very
high temperatures Uð1ÞB and Uð1ÞL are conserved it is not
possible to have any primordial lepton or baryon asymme-
tries. Once Uð1ÞL is broken, the right-handed neutrinos
acquire masses and can generate a lepton asymmetry from
their out-of-equilibrium decays. In this scenario the right-
handed neutrinos have an additional gauge interaction with
the gauge boson, ZL, associated to Uð1ÞL. When the
interaction between the right-handed neutrinos and the ZL
is large, then the right-handed neutrinos come into thermal

equilibrium very early. We numerically solved the
Boltzmann equations and discussed the correlation between
the scattering processes mediated by the gauge interactions
and the decays. Our numerical results show that there is a
conservative lower bound on the Uð1ÞL breaking scale,
i.e., MZL

=gL ≳ 8 × 109 GeV.
As we discussed previously, one can consider two simple

theories for spontaneous B and L breaking. In one of these
theories, the dark matter candidate is a Majorana fermion
and the baryon asymmetry is generated after the lepton
asymmetry is converted by the sphalerons, regardless of
whether Uð1ÞB is broken above or below the electroweak
scale. In the second class of these theories, the dark matter
can be a Dirac fermion and we have discussed a mechanism
in which the out-of-equilibrium decays of the right-handed
neutrinos produce B − L and dark matter asymmetries.
These asymmetries are then converted into a baryon
asymmetry through sphaleron processes. These results
show that theories for spontaneous B and L breaking
provide a solution to the baryon asymmetry, the dark
matter abundance and the origin of neutrino masses.
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APPENDIX: FEYNMAN GRAPHS

In this Appendix we list the Feynman diagrams for all
processes that enter into the Boltzmann equations of the
lightest right-handed neutrino, N1, and the B − L asymme-
try, described in Eqs. (3)–(4) from Sec. II. Those enclosed in
a blue rectangle give the dominant contributions and are the
ones we consider in our numerical calculations by solving
Eqs. (8)–(9). We represent by a blue dot a gauge vertex
interaction and by a red dot those corresponding to the Dirac
neutrino Yukawa coupling.

FIG. 8. Feynman diagrams for the decays of the lightest right-handed neutrino N1 that contribute to εDM.
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